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have observed. Knowledge of these facts reaches him through revelation
''

from other personalities.

Every worker in science is constantly studying the results or the

work or others. Data inaccessible to him are made available through

communications from others. Thus eve1ation is one or the most vital

factors in the increase of scientific knowledge. Without it no one men

would have access to a large enough body of data to makegreat advance

in any science.

Personally I believe that our great progress in material things

in modern tk±a days is largely the result of application of the ut

scientific method. And I believe that progress in religious understanding

must also be based on the scientific method. The method is exactly the

same, whether you are dealing with religion or with science. There is

only one vital difference. That differenoe -relates to the accessibility

of the data, In every science much of the data is Inaccessible to an in.

dividual student, and must be learned through revelation. In religion

all the vital data must be learned in this way.

No man has direct access to the data from which he can learn about

eternal things. What sort of a being is God, and what are His plns and

purposes? Answers to such questions as these can be found in only one

way, You must use exactly the same method as in any field of earthly

knowledge that is not accessible to you. You must find someone who

possesses this knowledge and get a communication from him--in other words,

a revelation. Only in this way can you secure dependable knowledge about

these matters. This was the belief of the framers of the westminster Con

fession; and it was the belief of the founders of the Reformed churches

throughout the world, X get knowledge. of religion we must secure date

from One who knows facts inaccessible to use Then we study these facts

and build up our conclusions on a beets of careful analysis of the data.

e cannot get the facts out of our 1meTInatton, nor can we simply infer
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